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1. Introduction 
Distribution of system components has been a concern of system designers for many years. Effective 
distribution needs to address two problems: identification of distributable units, and allocation of these 
units to appropriate platforms. For object-oriented systems - the emerging paradigm of choice - these 
problems are particularly vexing since they (a) demand substantial changes to the way object technology is 
viewed, and (b) require novel approaches for application distribution. Academic and industry efforts in this 
area have, so far, been focused on establishing viability and initiating standardization efforts. This research 
represents a first effort to consider the problem of effective distribution of object-oriented systems over 
existing, local area, client/server architectures. It relies on emerging object distribution standards [4] to 
ensure that the objects, once distributed, will interoperate. It, however, goes beyond the standardization 
issue to address the question: how should object-oriented systems distributed over existing client/server 
architectures to ensure better performance? It addresses this issue from the perspective of application 
designers, who may prefer to deal with the technical issues of distribution at the architectural level. The 
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the platforms and appropriate distributable units for object-
oriented systems. Section 3 describes and operationalizes the decision criteria used for assignment. The 
multicriteria decision support approach to distribution is presented in Section 4. Section 5 briefly describes 
application of these proposals to a real-world case and presents some concluding remarks. 
2. Client/Server Platforms and Distributable Units  
Identification of the platforms of interest based on a model of client/server architectures represents the first 
step in effective distribution. A client/server architecture consists of cluster(s) of (diverse) processors 
connected over a variety of communication channels. Identification of platforms of interest, from this 
complex architecture, requires an abstraction of the characteristics relevant to the distribution decision 
(since the number of individual processors in a client/server environment may be large). In this context, the 
classification proposed by Ein-Dor [3], where distribution platforms can be modeled as processor types, is 
appropriate [5]. It facilitates modeling of heterogeneity of processors, and includes processor types such as 
desktops, workstations, minicomputers, mainframes, supercomputers, among others. The connections 
between processor types are also captured in the model. Since (operating) communication costs in local 
area client/server environment can be relatively insignificant, detailed dynamic modeling of inter-processor 
communication is not required. Instead, the model abstracts this inter-processor communication as a 
function of the number of network layers traversed by each operation [1]. 
Determining meaningful distributable object units at the appropriate level of granularity represents the 
critical next step in the distribution process. Following Chin and Chanson's [2] broad classification - the 
large-grain model provides few opportunities for effective distribution, whereas the fine-grain model 
overwhelms with numerous object units, resulting in inordinate overheads. The medium-grain model, 
which suggests different object fragments as distributable units represents an acceptable compromise. 
Objects can be fragmented in several ways: entire object classes, object sub-classes, object instances which 
meet a defined attribute condition, attribute partitions based defined attribute usage, among others. This 
research uses two of the many possibilities: object fragments (sets of instances) and processing-related 
methods. To determine appropriate object fragments (sets of instances), it relies on fragmentation 
techniques described in [10]. Methods are recognized as belonging to distinct method types - data-related, 
user-interface-related and processing-related. The data-related methods involve manipulation of object 
instances and attribute values. These methods are closely coupled with the underlying database, and are 
retained with the object instances. The user-interface methods typically incorporate user interface functions 
and supervise significant interaction with the user. These are supported by inexpensive dedicated 
processing, and are naturally assigned to client workstations. The processing-related methods that perform 
tasks such as transaction processing, report generation, sorting, or other numerically intensive 
computations, represent additional distributable units. Use of methods as separate units raises some 
concerns, since the separation of methods from object instances across processors appears to threaten 
encapsulation. This can, however, be countered by making the class template aware of the distribution 
decision and ensuring that the class is able to invoke the method as required. To recap, this research focuses 
on fragments of objects and processing-related methods as distributable units, and processor types, 
separated by layers of networks, as the distribution platforms. 
3. Assignment Decision Criteria 
Several factors influence the assignment of distributable units to the distribution platforms. These include 
the capability of the processor type to support the method, the cost of processing, storage costs, traffic 
volume across network layers, the ability to process methods in parallel, degree of replication, etc. These 
factors are modeled here as four criteria: Match, Concurrency, Flow and Replication. 
Match represents how closely the processing requirements of instances and methods are met by different 
processor types. It represents a surrogate for processing costs, which can be minimized by assigning each 
unit to the most appropriate processor type. It consists of several dimensions including primary and 
secondary storage, support for concurrent users, security and reliability. Some of these represent hard 
constraints (e.g. primary storage), while others are user-specified preferences (e.g. degree of security 
afforded).  
Concurrency represents the potential of classes to participate concurrently in the execution of a transaction. 
For instance, in a withdrawal transaction at an automated teller machine, it is necessary to check that the 
request amount is available in the customer's account, and is also available in dollar bills at the ATM. 
These checks can be performed in parallel. Typically, these will involve access to different object classes, 
which can be assigned to different processors, thereby exploiting concurrency.  
Flow is modeled at the inter-class and intra-class levels. Inter-class flow represents messages and responses 
between classes. For instance, in a withdrawal transaction at an automated teller machine, it is necessary to 
check that the card used is a valid card, and to check if the request amount is available in the customer's 
account. These need to be performed sequentially, with associated flow of information from one class to 
another. Intra-class flow occurs when the instances and methods of a class are assigned to different 
processor types.  
Replication is computed as a function of two factors: the storage cost of the object instances and the cost of 
updating the replicated copies. These costs depend on the number of replications, the size of the objects, 
and the frequency of updates. 
These criteria were operationalized based on decisions outlined in the previous section, and using object-
interaction techniques and compilation algorithms demonstrated in [9]. The brief explanation of each, 
presented above, clearly indicates that these criteria can be conflicting. For instance, to increase 
Concurrency, object units need to be assigned to different processors, which will increase Flow. Similar 
trade-offs are also apparent between Match and Flow, between Match and Replication, and between 
Replication and Concurrency. 
4. Distribution Decision Support 
A multi-criteria decision making approach was developed to address the assignment decision. Since the 
number of alternatives can be extremely large (for example, an assignment of 20 object units over 3 
processor types generates approximately 8 x 1016 possible assignments), traditional procedures are not 
applicable. In addition, some of these criteria require non-linear or procedural evaluation functions that are 
not easily amenable to algebraic manipulation, e.g. Match and Concurrency - making specification of 
preference functions and characterizing criteria interactions difficult. 
To adequately address these issues, an iterative decision support process was developed. The approach 
primarily involves identification and evaluation of non-dominated solutions in the search space, and 
provides the decision maker freedom to guide the search towards a desired solution. It does not require 
explicit articulation of preferences or force creation of a preference function. Instead, it provides an overall 
context of the search space, and allows the decision maker to explore different regions of the space. 
Specifically, the procedure first computes estimates of the distribution of alternatives on each of these 
criteria. Thus, the decision maker is provided with upper bound and lower bound reference points. A by-
product of this estimation process is a pool comprising of non-dominated solutions. Following this one-
time assessment for each criterion, the remaining steps can be iterated through until the decision maker is 
satisfied with the solution. Here, the decision maker identifies promising solutions from the pool as seeds to 
further probe the decision space. The probes involve a systematic neighborhood search around the selected 
seed to identify all non-dominated solutions within specified tolerances. The newly identified solutions can 
also serve as seed points for further probes, similar to those in the original pool. Throughout the process, 
the decision-maker is provided feedback about each solution, such as the levels of achievement and a sense 
of degree of potential improvement for each criterion. If the decision maker deems a region unpromising, 
he or she can begin another probe in a different part of the solution space. The process repeats until the 
decision maker arrives at the 'most preferred' solution. 
The distinguishing features of the approach described above include: the non-requirement and non-
enforcement of a preference structure, use of estimated upper and lower bounds to present the decision 
maker with a context, and estimation of probabilities of improvement for solutions under consideration. 
5. Implementation and Conclusions 
A prototype system, ODE (Object Distribution Environment) was implemented to support the entire object 
distribution approach [7]. The system was developed using a combination of application development 
packages. Paradox for Windows™ served as the user-interface and the data management facility. Decision 
support and multiple criteria procedures were implemented in Microsoft Visual C++ Professional 
Edition™. The prototype was applied to a real world object distribution problem involving a marketing 
information system of a large midwestern utility company. The distribution process involved 112 object 
units and 5 processor types. On account of the overall complexity of the problem, the assignment of object 
units was performed over multiple sessions. A representative session resulted in a pool of 11 non-
dominated alternatives after the initial decision space characterization. Exploration resulted in probes of 10 
regions (2 regions probed twice), generating 22 further non-dominated alternatives. The final solution 
involved a choice from 7 retained alternatives. The final choice yielded achievement levels of 69%, 91%, 
74% and 76% for the four criteria. The final solution was evaluated by several experienced application 
designers, all of whom attested to the high quality of the solution. 
The distribution approach and procedures discussed in this paper represent a portion of a comprehensive 
approach for the distribution of objects in a computing environment that spans several globally distributed 
locations. An overview of the approach is presented in [8, 10]. In developing the overall framework and 
instantiating it in the form of a concrete methodology, a pragmatic start has been made towards developing 
usable solution approaches for effective distribution of object-oriented applications.  
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